LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
His eternal associates are revealing themselves to the
uttermost to each other, and the purest and noblest
emotions are called forth, Maya will not let go her hold,
so that the same dense obtuseness continues, and the
illusions, to which she, 'the art in creation', has imparted
a convincingness, are pursued with all their maledictions.
And the heart-ravishing music of the flute, that made the
simple Gopis of Brindaban forget themselves and their
surroundings ; that silenced the melody called Gauri of
the greatest of musicians, Tumbura, in Indra's heaven ;
that stirred Vali in the nether kingdom ; and that broke
the Samadhi, enjoyed by the God-inspired saints like
Sanaka and Sanatan ; simply jars on the ears of the
victims of Maya as it did on those of Jatila and Kutila.
This admission to the world of Lila, the 'House of
Songs', the attainment of Prem, the fulfilment of Bhakti,
was Vijaykrishna's goal. And now that the love-ecstasy
of this super-mystic filled all his actions with a new and
unaltered meaning and set all near him a-dance, he loved
Sree Krishna not with his fathomless devotion of the
Yogic stage, nor even with the service attitude, but with
the sweet and tender love for Him as a friend and with
the deepest and most perfect love for Him as his dearest
beloved. The tutelary God, Shyam Sundar, now appeared
in the human form, which is God's own form, and asked
for a golden crown. Vijaykrishna replied with the sweet
liberty of a friend, "Where shall I get money?" Shyam
Sundar at once replied, "Your Ranga Khwi (aunt) has kept-
sixty rupees in her basket. Ask her to get a crown for me/'
In the Mahabhava of Radha, there is not the slightest
tinge of awesome reverence or injunctory Bhakti, induced
by the Lordliness of Krishna, and hence, in attaining this
love of God, the summit of the ascent, Vijaykrishna
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